Abstract-A large amount of annotated training images is critical for training accurate and robust deep network models but the collection of a large amount of annotated training images is often time-consuming and costly. Image synthesis alleviates this constraint by generating annotated training images automatically by machines which has attracted increasing interest in the recent deep learning research. We develop an innovative image synthesis technique that composes annotated training images by realistically embedding foreground objects of interest (OOI) into background images. The proposed technique consists of two key components that in principle boost the usefulness of the synthesized images in deep network training. The first is context-aware semantic coherence which ensures that the OOI are placed around semantically coherent regions within the background image. The second is harmonious appearance adaptation which ensures that the embedded OOI are agreeable to the surrounding background from both geometry alignment and appearance realism. The proposed technique has been evaluated over two related but very different computer vision challenges, namely, scene text detection and scene text recognition. Experiments over a number of public datasets demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed image synthesis technique -the use of our synthesized images in deep network training is capable of achieving similar or even better scene text detection and scene text recognition performance as compared with using real images.
INTRODUCTION
E FFECTIVE and efficient collection of a large amounts of annotated training images is critical to the research and development of deep neural networks (DNN) in different computer vision problems. Manual annotation takes time and usually has poor scalability and transferability while dealing with image data that are collected under different conditions, environments, or domains.
Different approaches have been attempted to relieve the image annotation constraint. The first resorts to the widely adopted image augmentation that creates new training images through photometric and geometric alternation of annotated training images. The second leverages semisupervised and unsupervised learning that automatically collects or generates new training images through bootstrapping [41] , Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN) [38] , etc. The third is through image composition that creates new images by placing foreground objects of interest (OOI) into certain background images. The challenge is to compose images as realistic as possible so as to make them useful in deep neural networks (DNNs) training.
We designed an image synthesizer that composes scene text images by embedding texts into natural images realistically [52] . The image synthesizer achieves promising performance when the synthesized images are employed to train scene text detection and recognition models. On the other hand, it involves complicated hand-crafted operations and requires box annotations within existing scene text detection and recognition datasets while determining the appearance • F. Zhan of the embedded texts. In addition, its background images must be from training images of existing semantic segmentation datasets as it leverages region semantics to achieve semantic coherent synthesis. The proposed image synthesis technique in this paper improves our earlier work [52] from several aspects. First, it introduces semantic segmentation and defines a semantic score [5] with which any images can be used as the background image. Second, it introduces contour segmentation [1] and the detected image contours directly lead to better geometry alignment of the embedded texts. Third, it determines the text appearance by using GAN together with feature-level and semantic-level losses, hence removes both complicated hand-crafted operations and heavy reliance on existing scene text annotations. Experiments show that the newly synthesized images are more realistic and perform clearly better than [52] while applied to train scene text detection and recognition models. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents related works briefly. The proposed technique is then described in details in Section 3. Experimental results are further presented and discussed in Section 4. Some concluding remark is finally drawn in Section 5.
RELATED WORK

Image Synthesis
Realistic image composition by inserting foreground objects into a background image has been studied extensively. The target is to achieve composition realism by adjusting object geometry and object appearance automatically and adaptively with respect to the surrounding background. With the advances of deep neural network research, image synthesis has been investigated as an image augmentation approach when only a limited amount of annotated images arXiv:1901.09193v1 [cs.CV] 26 Jan 2019 Fig. 1 . The overview of the proposed image synthesis system: With background images and foreground texts as inputs, the proposed system identifies suitable text embedding regions and places the foreground texts into the background images with realistic geometry and appearance.
is available. For example, [11] , [16] , [52] study synthesis of scene text images for training better scene text detection and recognition models, [9] use synthetic chair images for training better optical flow networks. In recent years, a number of GAN-based techniques have been reported which synthesize new images by generation from random noises [6] , [30] , [54] , appearance transfer [25] , [59] or image composition [53] .
Our proposed technique adopts the image composition approach for the synthesis of verisimilar scene text images. Beyond training GANs for realistic text appearance, it is capable of identifying suitable text embedding locations within the background image according to the semantic coherence. In addition, it exploits local contexts and is capable of aligning the foreground texts with the contextual structures within the background image realistically.
Scene Text Detection and Recognition
Automatic detection and recognition of various texts in scene images has attracted increasing research interests in recent years due to many relevant applications in practice [20] , [35] . Different detection techniques have been proposed from those earlier using hand-crafted features [27] , [29] , [36] to the recent using DNNs [18] , [43] , [45] , [50] , [57] . Different detection approaches have also been explored including character based detection [13] , [15] , [19] , [42] , word-based detection [12] , [18] , [24] , [26] , [58] and the recent linebased detection [48] , [55] . Meanwhile, different scene text recognition techniques have been developed from the earlier recognizing characters directly [2] , [10] , [16] , [17] , [32] , [49] to the recent recognizing words or text lines using recurrent neural network (RNN), [33] , [34] , [39] , [40] , [51] as well as various attention models [7] , [23] .
Similar to other detection and recognition tasks, training accurate and robust scene text detection and recognition models requires a huge amount of annotated training images that cover the large variation and diversity of various texts in scene images. On the other hand, most existing datasets such as ICDAR2015 [20] and Total-Text [8] contain a few hundred or thousand training images only due to the challenge of image collection and annotation. The far from enough training images have become one major factor that impedes the advance of scene text detection and recognition research. The proposed image synthesis technique addresses this challenge by composing a theoretically unlimited number of realistic scene text images, more details to be presented in the ensuing subsections.
SCENE TEXT IMAGE SYNTHESIS
Synthesizing realistic images that are useful in DNN training has been a very challenging research problem. The proposed scene text image synthesis technique addresses this challenge by two innovative designs, namely, a region detection module that searches for regions within a background image that are suitable for text placement and a text embedding module that determines the geometry and appearance of the foreground text for harmonious foregroundbackground composition, more details to be presented in the ensuing two subsections.
Text Embedding Region Detection
Given a background image, automatic scene text image synthesis needs to first locates suitable regions for the embedding of the foreground texts. We determine the suitable text embedding regions based on the observations of the location of many texts in scenes. In particular, scene texts often appear around homogeneous regions such as doors and signboards, largely for better legibility and attraction of human attention while placed in scenes. In addition, scene texts usually appear over semantically sensible objects or regions such as walls and vehicles instead of non-sensible objects such as trees and animals.
Based on the above observations, we determine the suitable text embedding regions by computing a semantic score map for each background image. The semantic score is estimated by fusing two types of image segmentation. The first type is based on the variation of image gradients which typically divides the background image into a number of regions R g along the boundary of homogeneous regions. As a result, the generated R g usually do not have large variations and gradient changes as shown in "Contour Segmentation" in Fig. 2 (produced by [1] ). The second type is based on object semantics which typically divides the background image into a number of semantically sensible regions R s along object boundaries. Since the segmentation targets complete and semantic sensible objects, the generated R s often contain very dynamic gradient changes such as the tower as shown in "Semantic Segmentation" in Fig.  2 (produced by [5] ). In addition, each segmented R s has a specific semantics such as cars, humans, buildings, etc.
The semantic score map is estimated by fusing the two types of segmented image regions. For each gradientbased region R g , the percentages of its pixels of different semantics are first determined according to the semantically segmented regions R s and the corresponding semantics, e.g. 75% R g pixels are building (overlapping with the semantically segmented building region) and 25% are sky. The semantic score of R g (and its semantics) is then determined by the top percentage of semantic region R s (and the corresponding semantics) as shown in "Semantic Score" in Fig. 2 . By pre-defining a set of object semantics that are suitable for text embedding such as signboard and cars, the proposed technique can thus determine a list of semantically sensible regions (within the background image) each of which comes with a semantic score telling how suitable it is for text embedding as shown in "Detected Regions" in Fig. 2 . Note ultra-small regions or regions with very low semantic score are filtered out in the "Detected Regions".
Scene Text Embedding
Once suitable text placement regions are determined, foreground texts need to be embedded into the background images as realistic as possible. We address this challenge from two aspects, namely, context-aware geometry alignment and GAN-based appearance adaptation, more details to be presented in the ensuing two subsections. Fig. 3 . Context-Aware geometry alignment: Given an identified scene text embedding region Rg, a random homography 'H' is applied which produces the transformed region R h g . R h g is then obtained by embedding fronto-parallel texts on the R h g . The restored region R g with texts in perspective view is finally derived by applying the inverse homography 'InvH' to the R h g .
Context-Aware Geometry Alignment
Natural spatial alignment of the foreground texts with the background image is critical to the realism of the synthesized scene text images as well as their usefulness in DNN training. We design a context-aware geometry alignment technique based on the observation that scene texts often align well with the borders of contextual objects, e.g. the border of signboards and license plates. Leveraging the (contour-based) segmented image regions R g as described in Section 3.1, we determine the contextual object borders by the boundaries of R g that are often perfectly aligned or even overlapped with the contextual object borders. In addition, texts within scene images often have perspective instead of fronto-parallel views. To synthesize scene Fig. 4 . GAN-based appearance adaptation: Given a foreground text sample 'Pasadena' for synthesis, a binary text mask m is first determined with realistic geometry as described in Section 3.2.1. The m is then concatenated with the identified background region x and fed to the GAN generator to generate a composed image G(x). A masked composed image Gm(x) is further determined and its appearance is adapted according to a set of real scene text image Y by using the GAN discriminator. The two images in the last column show the synthesis with and without using our proposed technique, respectively. For clarity, the feature level adaptation is not included.
text images with realistic perspectives, we first transform an identified text embedding region R g by a homography H which produces a transformed region R is transformed back to the original dimension by using the inverse of the H, i.e. the InvH as shown in Fig. 3 . Instead of deriving H from complicated depth maps as in [11] , we determine H parameters randomly to ensure sufficient diversity of the generated perspectives. Our study shows that using random H has little effect on the synthesized scene text images when they are applied in training scene text detection and recognition models, more to be discussed in the ensuing Experiments.
GAN-based Appearance Learning
Besides spatial alignment, texts in scenes usually appear with harmonious colors, brightness and styles with respect to the surrounding background. To make the synthesized images useful in deep network model training, the image synthesis needs to learn to determine the appearance of the foreground texts adaptively and automatically according to the contexts of the detected text embedding regions within the background image. We design a GAN-based appearance learning technique that combines feature-level adaptation and semantic consistency [14] for determining realistic appearance of the foreground texts as illustrated in Fig. 4 .
Given the foreground texts to be synthesized, a binary text mask m (text pixels being 1 and non-text pixels being 0) is first generated with a random text font as illustrated in Fig. 4 . The text mask m is then concatenated with an identified text embedding region x (as described in Section 3.1) and fed to the GAN generator to produce a translated image G(x) via image-to-image translation as shown in Fig.  4 . With the binary m, a masked image G m (x) can be further derived from G(x) which keeps the image background unchanged: The use of the mask in Eq. 1 aims to minimize the change of the image background which greatly helps to synthesize more realistic scene text images. A discriminator D is trained to distinguish the generated image G m (x) and a set of real scene text images Y . Beyond the pixel-level discrimination as employed in most GAN discriminators, we introduce feature-level adaptation and semantic consistency for more realistic image-to-image translation from G m (x) to Y . In particular, the feature-level adaptation aims to minimize the difference between the deep network features extracted from G m (x) and Y . The rationale is that the synthesized scene text images should have similar deep network features as real scene text images so as to be effective in deep model training. The feature-level loss is formulated as follows:
where F denotes the feature extractor and D F denotes the discriminator that aims to distinguish the features of the real and the synthesized scene text images.
We also introduce a semantic consistency loss to avoid the flipping of text annotations. The idea is to pre-train a scene text recognizer R and use it to recognize the translated scene text images G m (x). Since we have the semantics of the embedded foreground texts as denoted by GT (x), the semantic consistency loss can be formulated by comparing the recognition of G m (x) and GT (x) as follows:
where R denotes the recognizer. It should be noted that the parameters of R are fixed during the training process. The semantic consistency loss L S is used to update the parameters of the generator G only. In our implemented system, we adopt the Wasserstein GAN [4] for image appearance adaptation. The training of the discriminator D is guided by losses L D + L F where L F is defined in Eq. 2 and L D refers to the pixel-level loss as inherited from the original Wasserstein-GAN discriminator. Similarly, the training of the generator G is guided by losses L G + L S , where L S is defined in Eq. 3 and L G is the pixellevel losses as inherited from the original Wasserstein-GAN generator. In addition, the reference scene text images Y are derived by combining the training images of several existing scene text datasets including ICDAR2013 [21] , ICDAR2015 [20] , SVT [44] , IIIT5K [28] and CUTE80 [31] .
TABLE 2
Scene text detection recall (R), precision (P) and f-score (F) on the ICDAR2013 dataset. "EAST " denotes the adapted EAST model as described in Section 4.2.1. "IC13", "IC15", "SVT" and "MT" denote the original training images within the ICDAR2013, ICDAR2015, SVT and MSRA-TD500 datasets as described in Section 4.1. 
Methods
EXPERIMENTS
The proposed image synthesis technique has been evaluated on the scene text detection and scene text recognition tasks over several public datasets.
Datasets
The proposed image synthesis technique has been evaluated over the following public datasets: ICDAR 2013 [21] dataset contains 229 images for training and 233 images for testing with word-level annotations. For recognition task, there are 848 word images for training recognition models and 1095 word images for evaluation.
ICDAR 2015 [20] is a dataset that consists of 1,670 images (17,548 annotated incidental scene text regions) acquired using the Google Glass. Incidental scene text refers to text that appears in the scene without the user taking any action to rectify the position and quality of the text regions. [47] dataset consists 300 natural images for training, 200 images for testing with diverse visual contents and resolutions, which are taken from cluttered indoor and outdoor scenes using a pocket camera.
MSRA-TD500
IIIT5K [28] dataset consists of 2000 training images and 3000 test images with cropped scene texts and born-digital. For each image, there are two lexicons: one with 50-word and the other with 1000-word.
SVT [44] dataset consists of 249 street view images from which 647 words images are cropped. Each word image has a 50-word lexicon.
CUTE [31] has 288 curved word images cropped from the CUTE dataset that are originally collected for scene text detection research.
TABLE 3
Scene text detection performance on the ICDAR2013 dataset by using the EAST model as described in Section 4.2.1, where "Synth", "Gupta"
and "Zhan" denote the training images that were synthesized by our proposed method, Gupta's [11] and Zhan's [52] , respectively. "1K" denotes the number of synthesized images used, "Random" denotes embedding texts with random locations and colors, "RD" and "TE" denote the proposed region detection and text embedding techniques. 
Scene Text Detection
Implementation
For the scene text detection task, we adopt an adapted EAST model [58] to train all text detectors. EAST is a fully convolutional network (FCN) which can directly localize texts of arbitrary orientations at word or text-line level. It allows end-to-end training and optimization without unnecessary intermediate components and steps, and achieves superior detection accuracy and efficiency as compared with state-ofthe-art methods. It uses the PVANET [22] as the backbone in its original implementation. We instead use the ResNet-152 in our implementation as PVANET is not publicly available. The proposed image synthesis technique is evaluated by using the dataset ICDAR2013 that has been widely used in scene text detection study for years. Two experiments were performed to demonstrate the effectiveness of our synthesized images in training deep detection networks. In the first experiment, we employ 400K images synthesized by our proposed method to train an EAST model and compare the trained model with the state-of-the-art as shown in Table  2 . The purpose is to show that our synthesized images can perform similarly or even better than real images while applied for training deep detection models. In the second experiment, we carry out an ablation study that uses 1K synthesized images to evaluate the performance of our proposed region detection and text embedding techniques. ICDAR2013, ICDAR2015, IIIT5K , SVT and CUTE, where "50" and "1K" in the second row denote the lexicon size and "None" means no lexicon used. ASTR denotes the recognition model as described in Section 4.3.1. This experiment also compares our image synthesis technique with two state-of-the-art image synthesis techniques as shown in Table 3 . Note we use 5000 images without containing any scene texts as the background images and select the foreground texts from publicly available corpses. The number of embedded words or text lines is limited to a maximum of 15 for each background image. Table 2 shows experimental results when 400K synthesized images are used to train the adapted EAST model. As Table 2 shows, the trained EAST model achieves similar performance as compared with state-of-the-art models that use either real images or synthesized images in training. Though a much larger amount of synthesized images is used as compared with those using real images, the proposed image synthesis technique generates new images by machines which removes the complicated image collection and selection process as required by real images. More importantly, the proposed image synthesis technique produces object annotations automatically which removes the time-consuming object annotation process. The use of a larger amount of synthesized images will introduce a longer training time but this is far more manageable as compared with manual collection, selection, and annotation of a large amount of real images. Note Gupta, et al also used their synthesized images in training, but they used 800K synthesized images in training and the achieved f-score is clearly lower than ours using 400K synthesized images. Table 3 shows ablation study results as well as comparisons with other image synthesis techniques. For fair comparisons, the adapted EAST and 1K synthesized images (by different synthesis methods) are used in detection model training consistently. As Table 3 shows, random placement of source texts into background images (no control of embedding locations and text appearance) is capable of producing useful training images (with a detection f-score of 66.91%). The including of either our proposed region detection (RD) or text embedding (TE) clearly improves the detection f-score by up to 2%, and the including of both further improves the detection f-score by up to 3%. In addition, we can see that our synthesized images perform clearly better than the synthesized images in [11] and [52] , with an up to 2% f-score improvement. The better performance is largely due to the semantic coherence, geometry alignment, and realistic appearance within our proposed image synthesis technique as illustrated in Fig. 5. 
Methods
Result Analysis
Scene Text Recognition
implementation
For the scene text recognition task, we adopt an attentionbased scene text recognition model (ASTR) which is a sequence-to-sequence learning method [3] , [37] . The ASTR consists of an encoder and a decoder, where the encoder extracts a sequential representation from the input image and the decoder recurrently generates a sequence conditioned on the sequential representation. The text recognition model covers 68 characters including 10 digits, 26 lowercase letters and 32 ASCII punctuation marks. In evaluations, only digits and letters are counted and the rest is directly discarded. If a lexicon is provided, the lexicon word that has the minimum edit distance with the predicted word is selected. In addition, evaluations are based on the correctly recognized words (CRW) which can be determined based on the ground truth transcription.
The proposed image synthesis technique is evaluated over five public datasets including ICDAR2013, IC-DAR2015, IIIT5K, SVT and CUTE as shown in Table 4 . Two sets of benchmarking evaluations were performed. The first compares our proposed image synthesis technique with a list of state-of-the-art scene text recognition techniques that use different amounts of synthesized images (most used a much larger amount as shown in Table 4 ) as well as different recognition models as proposed in the respective research.
The purpose is to demonstrate how our synthesized images perform as compared with state-of-the-art recognition methods. The second compares our proposed image synthesis technique with a number of state-of-the-art image synthesis techniques, where the same amount of synthesized image (5M) and the same recognition model ASTR is used for all model training consistently. It provides a more direct comparison by using the same recognition model and the same amount of synthesized images. Table 4 shows the scene text recognition results. As Table 4 shows, our ASTR model (ASTR [Ours 5M]) achieves stateof-the-art scene text recognition accuracy when 5M images synthesized by our proposed method are used in training. Though the accuracy by the ASTR [Ours 5M] is not always the highest, it performs better than other state-of-the-art techniques for most evaluated datasets under different scenarios with or without using lexicons. The slighter lower accuracy for some dataset such as ICDAR2013 and SVT (using 50 lexicon) is largely due to a larger amount of training images, e.g. 8M in [33] or a constrained-output recognizer [18] . In addition, the ASTR was common model for text recognition without specific design whereas the state-of-the-art recognition models usually used the latest networks with proposed tricks. It should be noted that the dataset CUTE contains a large amount of curved texts that cannot be recognized properly by most state-of-the-art methods (whereas the methods in [34] , [46] were specially designed to recognized curved/irregular texts). Table 4 also shows the comparison between our proposed image synthesis methods and three state-of-the-art image synthesis methods as reported in [11] , [19] , [52] . For fair comparison, the same amounts of synthesized images (5 million) were taken from our proposed method and the three state-of-the-art methods and the same ASTR model is used consistently. The trained recognition models are labelled by "ASTR [Ours 5M]", "ASTR [Jaderberg 5M]", "ASTR [Gupta 5M]" and "ASTR [Zhan 5M]", respectively. As Table 4 shows, the ASTR trained by using our synthesized images outperforms the ASTR trained by using the "Jaderberg 5M", "Gupta 5M" and "Zhan 5M" consistently across all 5 evaluated datasets. The outstanding recognition performance of our "ASTR [Ours 5M]" is largely due to the semantic coherence, geometry alignment and realistic text appearance in our proposed image synthesis method.
Result Analysis
CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents an image synthesis technique that aims to train accurate and robust scene text detection and recognition models. The proposed technique achieves verisimilar scene text image synthesis by innovative designs in semantic coherence, geometry alignment and realistic text appearance. Experiments over 6 public benchmarking datasets show that our synthesized images are capable of training state-of-the-art scene text detection and recognition models.
A possible extension to this research is to further improve the appearance realism of the embedded texts. We currently employ GANs to learn the appearance of the embedded texts with a set of real images as references. For training more powerful detection/recognition models, it could help by including the detection/recognition models into the overall framework and employing the detection and recognition results as feedback to learn optimal GAN parameters. We will study this issue in our future work.
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